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Hello!
You're currently holding an example of our premium
hardback book, which is filled with tons of great page
ideas and inspiration to help you get started on your

project.

If that wasn't great enough, everything you see in the
sample pack was made ENTIRELY using our system -
meaning that you can create exciting and interesting

pages too!

If you see any ideas you like please feel free to use
them! Our customer support team is more than happy

to transfer any templates over to your yearbook for you
too - meaning you could have a basic template set up

and ready to go in seconds.

Welcome to our 2018 yearbook inspiration guide
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This book belongs to...
...................................................................

Woodland School
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St. Stephen's
yearbook

2018

This book is awarded to:

15th July 2018
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Covers
Take advantage of our completely

free  cover design service!

Our designers will work alongside
you to create the cover of your

dreams.

We've got a brand new range of
covers for 2018, with some of the

old favourites back again too!
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Here's just a handful of our new cover
designs!

See something you like? Just let one
of the team know.

A� of our designs are completely
adaptable, meaning you can have a
truly unique cover!

NEW for 2018
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Profile pages
Our profile templates can be adapted to

meet your needs or you can build
custom designs from scratch.

Before you get started, think about how
many photos you would like on each

profile, how much text people will have,
and how many people you want

featured per page.
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Layla
Nicho�

Bailey
Noble

The Head G�l Team

So we have finally made it to the end
of sixth form! There were times where

we all (and our teachers) probably
thought it would never happen, but

yet here we are.

I hope you all enjoy the yearbook,
Layla and I have worked very hard to
make sure that everybody is featured,
and I'm sorry to anyone who we have
hassled constantly to upload photos

and comments!

Thank you all for such a fun year, it
has been an absolute pleasure to be

part of your head girl team and I will
never forget my time here at sixth

form.

Love and hugs,

Bailey
xx xx

Hiya everyone, just wanted to say one
last big thank you to you all for

making the last two years so much
fun!

It's been an honour to be Head Girl
and I hope you feel that I have done a

good job. It was not without its
stresses but I wouldn't have changed

that for the world.

From our many fancy dress days, to
the near-disastrous paintball trip (we

didn't mean to leave you at the
services Milly!) you have all made our

events so memorable.

Good luck with your A-Level results,
and be sure to keep in touch!

Lots of love,

Layla
xx xx
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A message from

The headteacher

Mr Jackson

It doesn't seem possible that it's been 5 years since you all arrived at
the school gates.

Those fresh faced, eager to learn year 7's who blossomed over the
years into commendable young adults. You have achieved many great
things over the years- from sporting success to art school scholarships,
I know I speak on behalf of all the staff here when I say we couldn't be
prouder of you!

During your time here, you will have had many ups and downs I'm sure.
We all experience this at some point or another but watching you band
together to support one another has been a real joy. The friendships
you made here will hopefully go on to become life-long support
networks for you in the years to come. Whilst it may be hard to stay in
touch with one another; always do your best to bridge the gap where
you can to ensure you don't drift apart.

Well, thank you all for being a delightful group of characters and we'll
see you all on Results Day!
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Most likely to: Anna Cody
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Become a famous artistMost likely to: 

The past can hurt but, the way I see it, you can either
run from it or learn from it

- The Lion King

Favourite Memory
Has to be Glastonbury 2017! Had such a good

weekend with the girlies watching Ed Sheeran and
The Foo-Fighters

Where to next?
University of Nottingham to study Art History

In �ive years I will be...
Exploring the world... or sitting at home watching

Net�lix. Maybe both.

Favourite Subject
Art (no surprise there)

I will be remembered for...
Always having some sort of paint on my clothes

and shoes.

Three words to describe me
Artistic. Adventurous. Sleepy.
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Maddison Berry
Favourite Memory
School Ski trip to Switzerland! So good!

In five years I will be...
A top surfer or snowboarder with my own
label.

Three words to describe me
Sporty, Outgoing, Loud!

Favourite film
Guardians of the Galaxy

Quote
"If Plan A didn't work, the alphabet has 25
more letters. Stay cool!"
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Dear Maths. I'm
sick and tired of

trying to find
your 'x'. She's

gone dude, move
on.

Favourite Memory
Winning the House Cup in Football

In five years I will be...
Running my own business and playing football.

Favourite Subject
Sport & P.E
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Baldwin
Laura

Boyle
Jordyn

Gates
Kaley

Favourite Memory
When Kelsie stepped in cow
pat as soon as we started
our Duke of Edinburgh trek

In five years I will be...
Living in a huge mansion
with Channing Tatum.

I will be remembered for...
For accidentally
headbutting the
headteacher when trying to
get a bee out of my hair.

Three words to describe
me
Crazy, Ditzy, Joker.

Favourite film
Moana - I can't help but
sing along EVERY time.

Favourite Memory
Getting the email which
confirmed I was accepted
onto my university course.

Where to next?
University of She�eld to
study Medicine

In five years I will be...
Still studying!

Favourite Subject
Science

I will be remembered for...
Always being the person
with the first aid kit full of
plasters and antiseptic
cream.

Three words to describe
me
Prepared, ambitious and a
bookworm.

Favourite Memory
Avery's 18th birthday
party. Such a good night!

Where to next?
Gap year and then uni

Favourite Subject
English

I will be remembered for...
Always being cheerful, even
on rainy days

Three words to describe
me
Optimistic, Dreamer,
Clumsy

Favourite film
Hmm, has to be Ten Things I
Hate About You - classic.

Favourite Memory
Getting the lead in the
school production of
Grease.

Where to next?
A year at performing arts
college and then who
knows!

In five years I will be...
Acting in the West End or in
a soap.

Favourite Subject
Drama

I will be remembered for...
Being incredibly dramatic
about silly things.

Three words to describe
me
Dramatic. Loud. Silly.

Gregory
Avery
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Jimmy Holland

Sandra Macdonald

Grant Leach

Favourite Memory
The school trip to Italy - it was
over far too quickly.

Where to next?
University of Kent to study
Sports Science.

Three words to describe me
Lad. Banter. Sporty.

If I could spend the day as any
other student I would be...
It would have to be Ted, how
that guy gets through the day
without falling over his own feet
I have no idea!

Where to next?
University

Favourite Subject
Maths

I will be remembered for...
My interesting bits of trivia

Three words to describe me
Quiet - Tall - Happy

Quote
All Pizzas are personal pizzas if
you try hard enough.

Favourite Memory
Watching Tina trip up the stairs
while carrying a birthday cake.

Where to next?
Travelling Australia!

In five years I will be...
Five years older and probably
not five years wiser.

I will be remembered for...
Dying my hair crazy colours
only to dye it back after a few
days.

Favourite film
Bridesmaids
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SAY
CHEESE!

SAY

Mrs Tony

CHEESE!
I have loved having you all in my class
this year - I know we have only been

together a year but I am really going to
miss you as you move on to your

secondary schools!

Please come back to visit as I know that
everybody at the school loves to hear

how you are getting on.

I'll leave you with my favourite Roald
Dahl quote:

“Somewhere inside all of
us is the power to
change the world”

- Matilda
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CHEESE!CHEESE!
- Toby Allen - Jessica Annis - Carly Bennett

- Joe Donnell - Stephanie Dante - Sally Davine
- Ryan Farn - Justine Finley - Sophia Harting
- Jennifer Moome - Bobbie Morris - Eva Perry

- Harry Rand - Frank Robertson - Chrissy Solis
- Dustin Somerlot -  Julie Tre�ry - Matt Tapler

- Toni Visage - Pria Waters

Class of 2018
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&
Goodluck

Goodbye

From the senior teacher team

So long! Good luck in t

university or employme

It's safe to say I'm the 

But regardless of that 

It's been a memorable 
no hesitation in saying 

The memory that stick
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Mrs Hart
Headteacher

Deputy Head

Learning co-ordinator

Head of Sixth Form

Mr Williams

Mrs Mully

Mr Benton

So long! Good luck in the future to all of you. I am sure you will all be successful in whatever
you choose to do.

I hope your years here have taught you all the skills you will need as you move on to
university or employment. You have been an extraordinary year group and certainly one we

will never forget!

I can't believe the time has come to say goodbye to you lovely lot! I can still remember you
all walking in on your first day (which was my first day too!).

If there is only one thing you remember from your time here, I hope it is that success takes
hard work and determination, something each and every one of you is capable of!

It's safe to say I'm the teacher you really don't want to have to see during your time in sixth
form - it usually means your predicted grades are slipping, or you've missed one too many

deadlines.

But regardless of that fact you have always greeted me with a smile and a laugh, and I wish
you all the best for the future.

It's been a memorable couple of years to say the least. We've had highs and lows, but I have
no hesitation in saying that you are one of the most hard-working year groups we have seen

at the school for a very long time!

The memory that sticks in my mind is the famous fancy dress day of Christmas 2017 - when
20 of you all turned up dressed as Mrs Hart (boys included)!
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You can't have a yearbook
without photos!

Why not add in lots of collages for
trips, events and memorable
moments from your time at

school.

Collages
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Introducing
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the class of...
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2018 in
photos
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Paris trip
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a good idea"

"Paris is
always

Audrey Hepburn
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A huge thank you to the
prom committee for

organising such a fantastic
night.

Not only did we have an
amazing time, but the year
group raised an amazing
£240 for local charities
during the evening's many

events.

See you in 2028 for the
reunion!
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Christmas 2017!
Nativity, carol concert & craft fair
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Easter celebrations!

Fancy Dress winner:

The Carter family!
Winner of the Easter Egg competition:

Winner of the egg
and spoon race:

Lewis Parren!

Alex
Gray!
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Other pages
Your yearbook is a great place to record all the

trends and fads that were popular while you
were at school.

You'll be able to look back in 20 years and
remember when dabbing took the world by

storm, or when you couldn't go online without
seeing a water bottle flip video.

Don't forget about the future too! Bucket lists
and hopes for the future are great page fillers

which everyone will love looking at.
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"As much as I want to hear

about your weekend plans,

the magical world of

mathematics is waiting..."Miss McGee

"You there, in the
back - are you

chatsnapping?"

James Gorham

Kirsty Howell"When's it due again?"

"The
capital of

China is
Japan"

Mr Dewhurst

Mrs Stewart

"I'm concerned

that none of you

are panicking"

just said that!
I can't believe you
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Trends of
-2018

Ed Sheeran

2017
******************

WATER BOTTLE
FLIP

CHALLENGE

Trends of
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Dabbing

Tropical
prints

Fidget Spinners

Unicorns
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2013

2014

In the news
20122011

An earthquake of 6.3 magnitude strikes
Christchurch, NZ

"Harry Potter & the Deathly Hallows - Part 2" is
released - breaking domestic and international

box o�ce records

William & Kate marry in Westminster Abbey

The singer Amy Winehouse dies aged 27

Christmas number one:  Military Wives with
Gareth Malone - "Wherever You Are"

Sir Bradley Wiggins wins the 99th Tour de
France

Malala Yousafzai is shot by Taliban in Pakistan

"Gangnam Style" has 1 billion Youtube views

Usain Bolt wins the 100m & 200m sprints

The Shard opens - Tallest building in Europe at
309.6 metres high

Christmas number one: The Justice Collective -
"He Ain't Heavy, He's My Brother"

Andy Murray wins Wimbledon, the first Brit since
1936

Prince George is born

Chris Froome wins the 100th Tour de France

"Frozen" is released

Ebola epidemic starts

Christmas number one: Sam Bailey - "Skyscraper"

888,000 ceramic poppies are planted around the
Tower of London for the centenary of WW1

Malala Yousafzai becomes the youngest ever winner
of the Nobel Peace Prize

"Big Hero 6" is released, as is "Maleficent"

Philip Seymour Hoffman dies, age 46.

Robin Williams dies, age 63.

Christmas number one: Ben Haenow - "Something I
Need"
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2015 2016

2017

Leicester City FC win the Premiership!

"Zootropolis" is released, as is "The Jungle Book"

Rio Olympics

Queen Elizabeth II is 90 years old

Referendum on the UK leaving the EU

Harry Potter and Die Hard star Alan Rickman
dies aged 69.

US election - Donald Trump beats Hilary Clinton
in the race to become the 58th President of the

United States.

Christmas number one: Clean Bandit featuring
Sean Paul and Anne-Marie - "Rockabye"

Princess Charlotte is born

Libby Lane becomes the first female Church of
England bishop

Comic Relief & Sport Relief has raised over £1 billion

Queen Elizabeth II becomes the longest reigning
Monarch in British history

Chris Froome wins 102nd Tour De France

"Minions" and "Inside Out" are released

New Zealand All Blacks win the 2015 Rugby World
Cup at Twickenham

Christmas number one: The Lewisham and
Greenwich NHS Choir - "A Bridge Over You"

Millions of people worldwide take part in the Women's March in January

"Moonlight" wins Best Picture at the Oscars, after a mix-up sees"La La Land" mistakenly announced as the
winner.

Star of Toy Story Don Rickles dies aged 90. The comedian voiced Mr Potato Head in the Pixar films

Ed Sheeran releases his third studio album "Divide" with hits such as "Castle on the Hill" and "Shape of You"

Ariana Grande holds 'One Love Manchester' benefit concert in honour of the victims and families of those
caught up by the Manchester terror attack

Great Britain finish sixth on the medal table at the World Championships in London

"Wonder Woman" is released in cinemas, alongside "Despicable Me 3" and "Dunkirk"

Powerful earthquake hits Mexican coast, with the President of Mexico decribing it as the worst one in
over 100 years.
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Most clumsy

Carly

Worst driver
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AWARDSAWARDS

Most likely to be famous

Catherine

Bobbie

Marcus

Others
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TV
addict

Drew

Gym
Bunny

Elisa

Best dressed

Charlotte

Always late

Lexi

Biggest spoiler-giver

Andrew

Most argumentative

Ryan

Most chilled

Crystal

Best
Hair

Adrian
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Funniest Best LaughMost Creative Happiest

Most Caring
Best Smile Best Friend Best Meme

Fasion Icon Sassiest Most Grumpy Prettiest

Laura
Angove Robert

Gall
Jess
Lilly

Lynch

Brian
Love

Molly
SImpson

Joe
Brett

Jake
Silk

Peter
HArris

SallySmith
Quick

Lillian

Jeni
Lil

Ryan
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CUTEST
Eb Momoniat

MOST LIKELY TO
BE A SCIENTIST

Peter Kirk

BIGGEST
DIVA

Aaliah
Suhail

SMALLEST
Jacob

Driscol

BEST
MUSICIAN
Alex Smith

BEST SPELLER
Luis Santos

MOST LIKELY
TO BE RICH

Maria Faust

MOST INTELLIGENT
Basim Khajwal

TALLEST
Ibrahim Sakha

MOST LIKELY TO
BE A PRIEST

Sufyaan DadhiwalaMOST FOOLISH
Chloe Pickering

CLASS CLOWN
Perazad Saweja

SImpson
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I told everyone I

was late to my

exam as the bus

broke down... I just

forgot to set my

alarm

I was the person whoposted a love letter inJosh's locker everyday for
the whole of year 11 but I
let everybody think it wassomebody else.

Confessions
Can you guess who is responsible for each of
these juicy secrets?

I pretended to have an ear
infection to avoid swimming

lessons all year

My stepdad
worked at the
school but Ipretended not toknow him for

the first two
weeks he was

there

I would always

bring a spa
re pa

ir

of clo
thes w

ith me

to sch
ool in case I

saw somebody

wearing the sa
me

as me

I once brought a ready

meal into a food tech
lesson... it was safe to

say everybody loved my
lasagne
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Ed Sheeran - 'Shape of You'
Clean Bandit - 'Rockabye'
Rag'n'Bone Man - 'Human'

Harry Styles - 'Sign of the Times'
Luis Fonsi & Daddy Yankee - 'Despacito'

Little Mix - 'Power'
Ariana Grande - 'One Last Time'
Bruno Mars - 'That's What I Like'

Rita Ora - 'Your Song'
Niall Horan - 'Slow Hands'
Clean Bandit - 'Symphony'
Ed Sheeran - 'Galway Girl'
Selena Gomez - 'Bad Liar'

Miley Cyrus - 'Malibu'
Calvin Harris - 'Feels'

DJ Khaled - 'I'm The One'
Imagine Dragons - 'Thunder'
Olly Murs - 'Unpredictable'

HAIM - 'If I Could Change Your Mind'
French Montana - "Unforgettable"

Calvin Harris - 'Slide'
Julia Michaels - 'Issues'

Hailee Steinfeld - 'Most Girls'
Sampha - '(No One Knows Me) Like the Piano'

Carly Rae Jepson - 'Cut to the Feeling'
Lady Gaga - 'The Cure'

Paramore - 'Hard Times'
Taylor Swift - 'Look What You Made Me Do'

Fifth Harmony - 'Don't Say You Love Me'
Noah Cyrus - 'Almost Famous'

Kesha - 'Praying'
The Script - 'Rain'

Charlie XCX - 'Boys'
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A teacher

An actor

When I grow upI want to be...

Wonder Woman

A dancer A doctor A popstar

A video game designer

A writer
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April Perkins
"I want to read 10 books"

Emma Comb
"I want to find a job" "I want to go to the theatre"

Ali Cli�

Ann Swans June Chamber
"I want to join a band" "I want to spend all summer

sleeping"

"I want to buy a car"

Scott Vance
"I want to binge watch
everything on Netflix"

"I want to go to lots of
parties"

Johnny Ranch

Lindsay SmithJames Sweeny

Tessa Hill
"I want to go hang gliding"

Ben Cleeve
"I want to go surfing"

Hannah Ritter
"I want to go hiking in the

mountains"

Drake Smith Joseph Hazel
"I want to visit New York" "I want to make loads of

money"

Emily Goldsmith
"I want to pass my driving

test"

Andi Halpert
"I want to go travelling"

Cooper Tale
"I want to grow a beard"

Sophia McArthur
"I want to sunbathe"

Jacob Salour
"I want to get a tattoo"

Bridget Franco
"I want to learn how to play

golf"

Kate Bander
"I want to spend everyday at

the beach"

Bucket List
want to do this summer?

What does the class of 2018

"I want to meet new people"
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Adrian Grenier
Mr Matthews

Lea Michele
Sydney Jackson

Shia LaBeouf
David Porter

Kylie Jenner
Taylor Evans

Avril Lavigne
Jennifer Deets

Hayley Williams
Tina Robin

somewhere before?

........................................................................................

Class of 2018 Look-a-likes

........................................................................................

................................................................................................................................................................................

Harry Potter
Young Toby Heath

Emma Watson
Serena Cotton

Claire Danes
Zoe Carr

Wait, haven't I seen you 
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to describe myselfone word
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February 2018

Travel day

The conferences

Orlando Trip

Although we were all so excited about the theme parks, the main reason we were

here is to listen to series of talks about the tourism industry in Orlando.

We listened to various experts and employees who all gave us great insight about

working in Orlando's theme parks and tourist attractions. There were Q&A

sessions as well as presentations about all the di�erent work experience schemes

that were going on in the area.

Eeek! It's travel day! Our flight was at 11am and lasted for 8 hours  - leaving us

plenty of time to sleep and watch films on the flight.

We landed at 7pm UK time, which meant it was only 2pm in Florida.

After our coach journey to the hotel we had a quick swim in the pool before the

jet lag hit and we went to bed, ready for a day of fun in the morning.

by Alexia Gooding
In February, 30 lucky Travel and Tourism GCSE students

were given the opportunity to travel to Orlando in Florida

for 10 days of conferences about the tourism industry.

Whilst there, the students were given lots of free time to

spend at Disneyworld - so here are the highlights of our

trip report!
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The theme parks
us great insight about Over the 10 days we got to visit the many di�erent theme parks at Disneyworld.

While some of the group took advantage of the thrill rides on o�er (Space

Mountain was a favourite), others took part in a behind-the-scenes tour of Magic

Kingdom.
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Awh! What a bunch of cuties we were...

Bet you can't guess who these pics belong to (and no peeking at

the answers!)

1.

2.

3.

4. 7.
8.

9

10.

11. 12.

13.

14.

5.

6.

GUESS THE BABY
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7.

14.

15.
16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.
22.

23.

24.

25.

27.

26.

1. Salli Harris
2. Tom Weston
3. Amy Ellis
4. Will Jackson
5. Sadie Smith
6. Eleri Hughes
7. Emily James
8. Finn Worth
9. Joe Dunn

10. Davydd Evans
11. Miss Ryan!
12. Bryony Evans
13. Michael Rollings
14. Carly Ashworth
15. Hattie Kidston
16. Ryan Heath
17. Johnny Sach
18. Mr Smithson!

19. Suzie Bridge
20. Miss Bunn!
21. Chris Tamsin
22. Barney Waitley
23. Mrs Winston!
24. Laurie and Louise Fey
25. Miss Bird!
26. Carter Green
27. Miss Bell

ANSWERS:
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Sear hc
In the most recent A-Level results, Green Hall County High School had a pass rate of 98%,
with 84% of students receiving A* to C grades.

Local school proud with A-Level results

Green Hall County High School is a mixed secondary school and sixth form in England. It
has over 700 students from school years 7 to 13.

ALL IMAGES

UK

RELATED SEARCHES:

TOP NEWS RESULTS:

See more...

TOP IMAGE RESULTS:

The sixth form faculty channel James Cordon in Green Hall's very own version of the
popular video series.

Green Hall County High - Wikipedia

Green Hall    County High School

Students put on grand performance of My Fair Lady
The performing arts club took to the stage for 5 night sell-out performances of the classic
musical.

See more...

Teachers take part in Staff Carpool Karaoke  
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new students into year 7

£500 for Children in Need

Day leaderboard.

NEWS MUSIC

SEPT 2011 School welcomes 300

NOV 2012 Staff & students raise over

JULY 2013

Read more...

RELATED SEARCHES:

TEL: 01527 083271
EMAIL: office@greenhall.gov.uk
Address: School Road, Green Hall, England
Hours: Weekdays 7am - 5pm

Read more...

Mr Samuel
Mrs Brooker

Mr Finster
Mr Connell
Miss Millan
Mrs Grant
Mr Agner
Mrs Singer

See full list...

SENIOR STAFF:
Headteacher:
Deputy head:

Head of Year 7:
Head of Year 8:
Head of Year 9:
Head of Year 10:
Head of Year 11:
Head of Sixth Form:

Green Hall    County High School

ance of My Fair Lady

Sheffield house top Sports

TIMELINE:

Read more...

Best school ever, sports results, term dates

VIDEO MORE
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Sign here!
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So now you have a taste
of what is possible...

/AllYearbooks@AllYearbooks07516 644 502

For  inri te  ok  u sa ma
can n is a.

Wh ot  to  eb an t  or o n
ju  f lis!

A mer  he  wi t b i c o h yu
ge td ih  yeok ne.

01736 751444

V.1
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